About Permaloc

• Founded in 1983, we have over 20 years experience being the industry experts
• Our diverse product portfolio supports a fuller expression of your creativity
• Global availability: Permaloc products are marketed and sold worldwide
Prestigious Installations

- The White House
- Smithsonian Institute
- The Getty Museum
- FDR Memorial
- Letterman Digital Arts Center
- Amri Palace (Kuwait)
- Disney Theme Parks & Resorts (Europe, Asia, U.S.)
- Princess Diana Memorial Fountain
- U.S. Arboretum
- Independence Hall
- Statue of Liberty Park
Applications

- Curvilinear forms
- Straight/formal lines
- Restrain/separate
Landscaping
CleanLine™
Formal Lines
PermaStrip™
Brick Paver
Asphalt Applications
Sport Surfaces
AthleteEdge™
Green Roof
Permaloc’s Role

- Since 1983, Permaloc has embraced the role of partner to the Landscape Contractor
- Many hundreds of projects are entrusted to our care, and every day we give each one our best.
- The significance of our products lies in their role to define, retain and sustain the larger design elements of your projects
- Our project specialists are dedicated to assisting the landscape contractor in finding appropriate products to sustain their designs for years to come